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GENERAL INFORMATION 

 
2. General Rules, Regulations, Terms and Conditions: (Cont’d) 
 
 XI. Additional Terms and Conditions Applicable to Transportation Service (Cont’d) 
 
  O. Business Rules Generic to Aggregation and Large Volume Transportation  
   Customers: (Cont’d) 
 
   7. Partial Requirements Customers 
 
    The company, at this time, has the option of allowing eligible retail customers to select 

more than one Marketer at a time per customer account, except that customers currently 
with more than one Marketer may continue that practice. Eligible customers who have a 
designated portion of their load supplied by the company, at an economic development 
discount or any other discount authorized by tariff, regulation or law, with the remaining 
portion of their load provided at the company applicable tariff provisions, will be 
permitted retail access for the portion of their load served at the applicable tariff rates. 
Also, unless prohibited by a prior settlement agreement, retail customers that receive an 
economic development discount for all their standard load may continue to receive a 
discount and take retail access unless the discount was specified as a result of rate design 
differences. Retail customers with discounts on delivery services will not be required to 
forego such discounts to participate in retail access for the commodity portion of their 
service. 

 
   8. Billing Agency Arrangements 
 
    a. Marketers and the company may elect to offer customers a “Billing Agency” 

arrangement in which the customer will authorize a Marketer to act as a Billing 
Agent, hereafter Marketer/Billing Agent, to receive the customer’s bills from the 
company, consolidate them with the Marketer’s/Billing Agent’s charges, rebill the 
entire amount to the customer, receive payments from the customer and then remit 
payments to the company for its services, with the balance being retained by or 
transmitted to the Marketer. The customer must choose the Billing Agency 
arrangement before it may be used as the mechanism to bill the customer. If the 
Marketer/Billing Agent and the customer use such an arrangement, the 
Marketer/Billing Agent must comply with the conditions listed below. 
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